
“Is Greek really ‘Greek to you’ ? 
Find out you are bilingual!”

by Panayiota Thivaiou, 
linguist, teacher of English and Greek

‚Europa and the Bull‛
(about 480 B.C.)



Does the Greek language has anything in common 
with your native languages? 

What do you think?



What do we mean when we say
‚It’s all Greek to me‛?

1. I love the Greek language

2. I don’t understand anything

3. Everything reminds me of Greece



‚It’s all Greek to me‛ means I understand nothing!

This expression shows that Greek is a difficult 
language and we cannot understand it.

Do you agree or do you think that 
there are Greek words you can understand? 

Can you think of any Greek words
you use in English or your native language?



H E L L O !!!

hello – English

allo - French

hallo - German

hola - Spanish 

ule - ancient Greek

From “ule‛ = be healthy, your whole existence to be well



Daily, we use Greek words in English 
and other western languages in order to 
communicate and express our needs,

thoughts and feelings. 

We say: school, call, centre, cinema, 
organise, plastic, system, 

problem, politics, economy, 

nervous, electric, panic or melancholic!



There are Greek words which are used 
unchanged in English. 

Can you match the following English words
with their Greek meaning?

1. zoo a. number
2. arithmetic (arithmos) b. love
3. Eros c. destruction
4. catastrophe d. perfect
5. ideal e. market (meeting place)
6. agora f. animal



ANSWERS

1. – f.        2. - a        3. - b        4. - c       5. – d      6. – e
zoo = animal 
arithmetic (arithmos) = number
eros = love    
catastrophe = destruction
ideal = perfect

agora = market (meeting place)

The ancient 
Greek agora



However, there are Greek words in English and other 
western languages which have changed so much 

that you can’t recognise their Greek origin anymore. 

For example, the word “eleimosini”, which means to 
help a poor person, progressively changed, 

as the word travelled from Greece – a southern country 
to the countries of the north.



“Ε λ ε η μ ο σ ύ ν η”   (Eleimosine)

elemosina – Italian

limosna – Spanish

aumone – French

almocen - German

alms - English



The clear Greek blue sky, the shining sun, the friendly, 
cheerful and joyful natural environment as well as the 
mild climate of Greece, shaped the vowels in the Greek 
language which are pronounced with an open mouth.



But as we travel north, the environment gets colder, 
unfriendly and you struggle to survive. If you use a lot 
of vowels, you speak with your mouth open and this 
means that your body loses heat. 

So, in the northern languages there are fewer vowels 
and more consonants. They are called “the languages of 
the closed mouth.”, 



There are powerful Greek words such as

“democracy”, “ecology” or “theology”

adopted by the European languages. 

How did this happen? 
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It happened when the Romans conquered Greece and 
adopted Greek words which were used in 

philosophy, science, politics, medicine, science, art, 
zoology, botany, sports, e.t.c.

When the Romans conquered the countries of the north 
all these Greek words through Latin rushed into 

French, English, German, e.t.c. 



Also, when the Christian religion spread to Europe, 
the gospel and other religious texts were directly 
translated from the Greek original text into Latin, 

German and English. 

Since there were no words in these languages to express 
the new ideas of Christianity, Greek words such as 

“evangelist”, “apostle”, “angel” and “psalm”

were adopted.



Moreover, it is interesting that a lot of people around 
the world have names of Greek origin.
Some of them know it, others ignore it. 

Modern theories claim that 
the sound of a person’s name influences his or her 

personality.
Do you, a friend or relative of yours

has a name of Greek origin?



Can you match the Greek names with their meaning?

1.  Dorothea or Dorothy a. peace  
2.  Sofia b. resurrection
3.  Irene c. wise
4.  Anastasia d. god’s present
5.  Philip e. horse loving



ANSWERS

1. – d.         2. - c        3. - a        4. - b        5. - e

Dorothy          =       god’s present
Sofia               =       wise
Irene               =       peace
Anastasia       =       resurrection
Philip              =       horse loving



According to research, 
one in ten words in English is of Greek origin.

That means that we know and use 
hundreds of Greek words every day

but we just don’t realise it!

If we know the Greek meaning of these words, 
can we understand our own language

better and deeper?



For example, when we say “telephone”,
do we really understand what the word means,

what we really say? 

What do you think “telephone” means?



If we translate this Greek word, 
we will understand that when we say 

“I will telephone you”,
we actually say 

“You will hear my voice from far away”,

because “tele” means ‚far away‛
and “phone” means ‚voice‛!



Another example of a Greek word used worldwide, 

is the word “Democracy”. 

What does this word really mean?



In Greek, “Demos” means ‚the people‛ 

and “kratos” means ‚rule‛.

So, “democracy” means 

‚rule by the people‛,

the people of a country have the political power.



It is well known that all arts and sciences were born, 
developed and are still operating with 

a pure Greek vocabulary: 

theatre, drama, pedagogy, idealism, 

harmony, physics, astronomy, geography, 

chemistry, geometry, geology, athletics, 

arthritis, acne, diabetes, phobia, e.t.c.



Greek is a notional language 
(=the word expresses an object, a situation or an idea)

English is a semeiotic language
(=there is no relation between the word and its meaning)

Greek English 
“agori” (from “agouro” = unripe) “boy” (no meaning)
“agori” =  immature man



The Greek language is also descriptive. 

For example, “hippopotamus” means 
the “horse” which lives in a “river”.

In Greek “hippo” means ‚horse‛ 
and “potamos” means ‚river‛.



Geographical names

Italy, Egypt, Spain, Celtics, 

Lisbon, Rome, Ireland,

the Aegean Sea or the Atlantic Ocean



Words used by Homer, in Iliad and Odyssey,

are alive today not only in Modern Greek 

but also in the western languages. 

For example, the word “koreo”

which means ‚care for the province‛,

exists in modern English as 

cure, care, curator, curiosity or sherrif.



Another example of Homeric word in English

is the American currency. 

The “dollar” derives from the word “talaros”,

which was a very big basket used in the market

in ancient Greece to bear a great weight of fruit, cheese 
or hens.



Also, the following prefixes 
in many English words are Greek:

“Micro” in the words micro oven or microbe
means ‚small‛,

“bio” in the words biology or biography means ‚life‛,

“mega” in megalith or megaphone means ‚very big‛,

“graphy” in biography means ‚writing‛,

“gramma” in grammar means ‚letter‛

and “nano” in nanotechnology means ‚very small‛.



“Alpha” is the first letter of the Greek alphabet 
and “beta” is the second letter. 

So, you all know the first two Greek letters,

because you all know the word 

“alphabet” (alpha + beta)!



The Greek alphabet

Αα, Ββ, Γγ, Γδ,     Δε, 

Εδ, Ζε, Θζ, Ηη, Κθ, Λι,

Μκ, Νλ, Ξμ, Ον, Ππ,

Ρξ, ζο, Ση, Τπ,

Φθ, Υρ, Φς, Χσ.



The Roman alphabet
which is used by 36% of people worldwide 

is a Greek legacy. 
It derives from the ancient Greek alphabet that 

the people of the town of Chalkis used in 770 B.C.
But how did this happen?



The people of Chalkis colonised South Italy 
and brought with them their alphabet, 

which via the Old Italic gave the Roman alphabet.

Τhe alphabet of Chalkis (775 – 740 B.C.)

Τhe Roman alphabet (7th century B.C.)
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The Greek alphabet and words 
were the means of transmitting knowledge 

and spreading social, political and moral values 
to the world. 

They have shaped European culture and 

communication for over 2,750 years.



Finally, what is amazing about the Greek language, 
which is more than 5,000 thousand years old,

is that it continues to give words to the newest ideas, 
meanings and objects.

Scientists consider Greek as a limitless language,
which means that they can find in it notions 

that can be used in modern domains such as 

computer science, electronics, the internet, e.t.c.



For example, the word “cd” (compact disc)
derives from the Greek words 

“sympactomenos discos”.

Also, words such as 
aerodynamics or electromagnetic

are Greek. 



Finally, the French philologist and philhellene 
Jacqueline de Romilly said: 

“…either we have learnt Greek or not, ancient Greek 
penetrates every moment of our life and inspires us.

We live with the Greek language when we use its 
words, when we discuss the ideas. 

Whoever thinks, thinks Greek, even if he or she 

doesn’t suspect it”.



The famous English poet Percy Shelley, wrote: 

“We are all Greeks. 

Our laws, our literature, our religion, our arts, 

have their root in Greece”.



Dear teachers and students, 

I hope that by now 

the Greek language is no longer ‚Greek to you‛

and that you have realised that you are bilingual. 

You speak both your native language AND  Greek!



THANK YOU FOR LISTENING!

Prehistoric Lesvos 



“P h i l i p”

Greek “Φίλιππος”

(Philippos, literally "horse-loving" or "fond of horses‚)

from φίλος (phílos   =  dear, loved, loving)

+ ἵππος (hippos  =   horse)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greek_language
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/%CE%A6%CE%AF%CE%BB%CE%B9%CF%80%CF%80%CE%BF%CF%82
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/%CF%86%CE%AF%CE%BB%CE%BF%CF%82
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/%E1%BC%B5%CF%80%CF%80%CE%BF%CF%82


“D o r o t h y”

Greek “Δωροθέα‛

(Dōrothéa, literally "God's Gift‛)

from δῶρον (dōron  =  gift)  

+  θεός (theós  =  god)



"Sophia" (sophia = wisdom) at the Celsus Library in Ephesus,                 
Asia Minor (personification of wisdom)

“S o p h i a”
Greek “Σοφία“



“Christopher”

Greek ”Χριστόφορος”

(Christóforos, literally “Christ bearer”)

from Χριστός (Christós = Christ)

+    φέρειν (phérein = bear)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christ%C3%B3foros


Greeks were ‚glossoplasts‛ (from language + form)

“ecology” from oikos = home 

+  legein = speak about

“cosmopolitan” from cosmos = world and ornament, beauty

+    polites = citizen

“hippopotamus” from hippo = horse 

+ potamos = river



”S e x”

from exis = habit

”K i s s”

from kyssa = kissed



A  l a n g u a g e r e v e a l s   p e o p l e ’ s: 

 g e n e a l o g y

 h i s t o r y  

 i d i o s y n c r a s y (temperament)

 g o o d   t a s t e 

 s o u l 

 m e n t a l i t y

 v a l u e s 



Homeric word Modern English

“koreo” cure, care, curator, 

curiosity, sherrif,

” talaros”                       dollar

King Nestor’s gold cup 

(Homer, “Iliad“)



“Kyriakon” ( = of God)

church - English

kirche - German

kyrka - Swedish

kyrke - Danish

Cerkiew - Polish 

zerkow - Russian



Athletics (from athlos = achievement)

Astronomy (from astro = star + nomos = law) 

Geography (from geo = earth + graphy = writing)

Philosophy (from philos = friend + sophia = wisdom)

Politics (from politis = citizen)

Democracy (from demos = people + krato = hold)



"I am Alpha and Omega, 

the beginning and the end“. 
(Revelations 21:6)

Άλφα (α) =   alpha

Ωμέγα (ω) =  omega



“The limits of our language are… 

…the limits of our world”.

Greek is an ‚unlimited‛ language!

hipnotherapeutas          hidrokinesia

clonage                            morfofisiologia 

astrodiagnosis                epistemologia

“Compact disc” from “sympactomenos discos



Greek prefixes:

tele (= far away)

nano (= very small)

micro (= small)

mega (= big)

phono (= voice)

bio (= life)

macro (= long)

grapho (= write)

gramma (= letter)



New loans from Greek words 

“photo automat” (= automatic camera) in German

“efbiosis” (= live well) in Spanish

“asthenia” (= maladie) in France

“hubris” (= extreme arrogance) in the U.S.A.



“Even though the theatres were physically 

gigantic, there was no need for microphones 

because the architecture and the acoustics would 

echo isometrically and crystal – clear *…+ 



Many epistemologists of physics, aerodynamics,

acoustics, electronics, electromagnetics can not 

analyze – explain the ideal and isometric acoustics 

of Hellenic theatres even today *…+



There were many categories of drama: classical 

drama, melodrama, satiric, epic, comedy, e.t.c. 

*…+ Some theatrical episodes were characterized

as scandalous and blasphemous *…+. 

It is historically and chronologically proven that 

theatre emphasized pedagogy, idealism and 

harmony”.



Aeolic dialect → Latin

Έγω → Ego

Ύπερ → Super 

Μάτερ → Mater

Μ Α

Θ Υ → ΜAΘΥ (MNA)- aeolian dialect →

ΜEΤΗΥΜΝΑ- attic dialect

Ancient coin of Methymna (Molivos)


